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• The Russian Federation has signed the most important
international human rights documents (esp. The European
Convention of Human Rights)
• Russian Constitution states in art. 3 that
1. The bearer of sovereignty and the only source of power
in the Russian Federation shall be its multinational people.
2. The people shall exercise their power directly, and also
through the bodies of state power and local selfgovernment.

The Global Democracy Index (The Economist)

What is “wrong” with Russia,
when it comes to democracy?
Your suggestion

• One of the most important political right
• In theory: there are no restrictions for
candidates by political opinion in Russia
• In reality: the government uses all possible
means in order to dismiss all oppositional
candidates from elections

• Summer 2019, elections to the
Moscow Duma (regional governing
body)
• Several oppositional candidates’
signatures lists were not approved
by the Election Commission.
Candidates were not thus allowed
to participate in election campaign
• Civil protests in Moscow in July &
August 2019 became the largest
political protests in Russia since last
time (2011–2013 protests)
• 1373 people detained, ref.
«Moscow case»

• Mikhail Biryukov: one of
lawyers defending
people arrested during
civil protests in Moscow,
2019
• Discussion with school
students in my school
“Intellectual”, December
2019

• Our graduate
• Put his candidature for
the elections to the
Moscow Duma, but later
withdrew
• Popular political blogger
today
• Detained by police and
charged

• 2 August 2019: he was
arrested and charged
for rioting during an
unauthorized protests in
Moscow.
• 6 December 2019: he
was sentenced to three
years’ conditional
imprisonment
• Huge support actions for
his release, organized by
our school students

•Your students say that they will not go to
your lessons because they decided to go
to the Court hearing and support their
former co-student, accused on a
«political» matter
•What would you do as a teacher?

• One of the most popular oppositional
politicians in Russia today

• Anti-corruption activist
• Took part in several election
campaigns, incl. for Mayor of Moscow
(2013) and Presidential elections(2018)
• Russia’s State Electoral Commission
excluded Navalny from presidential
elections (reason: criminal charges on
corruption against him, “Yves Roche
case”)
• Poisoned by Novitchok (forbidden
chemical weapon) in August 2020
• Investigation of poisoning published
14, December 2020 by Bellingcat (ref.
Guardian)

• You are developing a test for your pupils
A day earlier it became known that an investigation
was published stating that an oppositional politician
was poisoned and tried to be killed

• You know for sure your pupils will ask you about it
and start discussing during your class. What would
you do as a teacher? What will be the learning
outcome of such discussion?

• In the modern history of Russia there were 3
referendums. The last one on 12th of December,
1993, about New Constitution
• In 2004 the Law about referendum was
changed and the procedure is very difficult now

January’20 – President Putin announced that the Constitution should be changed
but the main Amendment about President
period was announced later

State Duma, regional assemblies and the Constitutional Court approved
Amendments, proposed by the President

Why then did the government organize the referendum?
Your suggestion?

On poster: Let’s save our culture and language! (using deliberately Pushkin)

• The procedure of approvement of the proposed amendments
was illegal
• Voting had no legal force – those was a legitimacy question
• The procedure of voting was not clear – all electronic votes
couldn’t be verified

• Official statistics: 74 % of population took part in voting
Yes -78.56 % No - 21.44 %

• President has got more power and:
- can now appoint more representatives to the
Federative Council
- can be elected for 2 more periods, or be the president
from 2024 till 2036
- can stay in politics till the end of his life as a long-life
member of parliament

Lecture by Tatyana Vorozheykina
«How to struggle authoritarian
regimes?”

• There have been a lot of civic and human rights educational
projects running in Russia before 2012
• Many of them had to stop or were restricted after “Law on
foreign agents» (incl. our NGO “Youth Center for Human
Rights”). Most of them had financing from foreign international
organizations, which was not allowed due to the law
• There are few NGO’s teaching human rights today. NGOs are
cautious as human rights education can be interpreted as a
political activity and therefore illegal
• Focus on formal educational institutions today: schools, high
schools
• But (!) teachers do have a “bad” reputation in general, as many
of them are involved into the elections process by being
observers and can therefore be partly «guilty» in falsifications
and violations during election process

- Democratic in theory
- Educational goal: critical thinking
as one of the aims –
- Right to take part in the school
management (School Council)

- Autocratic in practice
- Patriotic education and love to
motherland and state
- School Council as a very formal
and not-free institution

• Children are not very experienced in debating
political topics - therefore teaching through discussion,
role plays and active exercises
• Focus on what is still possible what concerns the
freedom of teaching and choosing teaching methods
(e.g it is not allowed to use videos on lessons)
• Not to be afraid!

Implementation
1. Teacher tells students about the State and upcoming elections of a new governor.
The responsibility of every citizen who cares about the future of the country is to
participate in the elections and vote.
Background information
There is a totalitarian state ruled by one governor for many years. Recently, the governor
was thrown. New elections are declared, as well as development of a new constitution.
Every citizen has the right to put his or her candidature in order to be elected. The only
thing a candidate has to do- is to present his/her intentions and suggestions for laws, so
that the new constitution could be developed. A candidate can advertise for own
candidature and political program in “any” manner. People will choose whether to support
him or not. It is allowed for a candidate to use any tricks to be elected, even to buy or steal
votes, or to get votes as a kind of gift.

2. Students get a list of laws proposals, voting cards and write down their names on
the voting cards. Having read laws proposals, students choose those they like most.
Laws chosen will then be a kind of a political program, for which student(s) can put up
his/ her candidature and advocate for.
3. Those students who decide to put up own candidatures, start advertising for their
political programs, on turn. They can advertise in different ways: by persuading others,
explaining in detail the laws and their content, by promising, by making up coalitions,
etc.
4. Voting: students vote for the candidature and political program they liked most.
Voting is secret, but things might happen (students can “buy” votes, or blackmail
voters). Teacher’s role is to observe, but not intervene at this stage.

5. Counting of votes and declaring «the winner» of elections. «New governor» reads
up own political program/laws.

6. Teacher asks students to discuss in groups of 4-5 «new laws»: what kind of society is
emerging? What can be the consequences of these laws for individuals, society at
large, foreign policy?
7. Debriefing: teachers asks students to share their opinions, feelings about roleplay.
Teacher can also use the following questions for a discussion:
• How did you like campaigning for a candidature and political program/ laws?
• How did you like the final result: laws, which most probably will be part of a new
constitution?
• How can you describe the process of voting? Were there things you reacted upon?
• Share your thoughts on what «elections» are about? What is the goal of elections
and their necessary attributes?
• How is the right to vote connected to other human rights and freedoms? Give
example (s).

1.
a) President has only the rights, which he has got from people
b) President has the same rights, as all people living in the country, both citizens and non-citizens
c) President’s rights are decided upon his personal characteristics: intellectual abilities, personal
character, physical condition.
2.
a) President can initiate new laws and change old ones.
b) Council of representatives, elected by people, can initiate new laws and change old ones.
c) Initiative groups can initiate new laws and change old ones. To adopt a law or not is decided by
referendum.
3.
a) Whether one is guilty or not is decided by court only. Person under charge has the right to lawyer.
b) Victim of crime decides about punishment and size of compensation.
c) The representative of President, and in exceptional situations President himself, decides whether
one is guilty or not, and also about punishment. That is for the sake of public order.

4.
a)
b)
c)

Council of representatives decides whether people have right to life, personal liberty and security.
People and their lives belong to the State and can be sacrificed for the State to be prosperous, free and
independent.
People have the right to life, personal liberty and security.

5.
a)
b)
c)

All property in the state belongs to society. Personal property is kept in a moderate size.
People can own as much property as they want. It is not allowed to expropriate without any reason.
People can own as much property as they want, but it can be expropriated in the situations, when the
state has to mobilize, for example, in the situation of war or natural disaster.

6.
a)
b)
c)

People are free to move inside the country and settle down in places they want. They have also right to
leave the country.
People are free to move inside the country and settle down in places they wish (except for closed
territories). They have also right to travel to any other friendly country.
State decides where people can live and settle down, but a person can come up with his or her wishes
about the place. A person, wanting to leave the country, must apply for permission to do it. If a person
wants to move far or to remote places within the state, he or she should seek for permission from the
local authorities.

7.
a)

Homes are untouchable. It is not allowed to interfere into the private life of people, as well as their private
correspondence.

b)

Private life of people is respected until it is not in the conflict with the State’s interests.

c)

A person cannot have any secrets from the State and, if necessary, should give away his/ her privacy for
the sake of the State.

8.
a)

People might have only those personal opinions, attitudes, and religious believes, which do not harm the
welfare of the State, law, and order.

b)

People have the right to have any opinion, attitudes and religious believes.

c)

People have the right to have any opinion, attitudes and religious believes, but not those, which are
defined by the Council as harmful and dangerous for the State.

9.
a)

Everybody has the right to participate in the political life by giving vote and expressing his or her opinion.

b)

People have the right to participate in the political life of the State by electing representatives.

c)

A person has the right to participate in the political life of the State by any acts compatible with his or her
beliefs and attitudes, which are not harmful for welfare of other people.

10.
•

a) Rights of people can be restricted for the sake of public order, justice, and morals, but also for
guaranteeing rights and freedoms to others.

•

b) Rights of people can be restricted only for the sake of guaranteeing rights and freedoms to others.

•

c) Rights of people can never be restricted, no matter no matter morals or any negative consequences for
welfare of others.

